MISSION STATEMENT

Med Center Health Foundation builds relationships that inspire charitable giving in support of Med Center Health’s mission to care for people and improve the quality of life in the communities we serve.
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*Investment and Allocation Committee 2022.
Dear Friends of Med Center Health Foundation,

First and foremost, thank you for your support of the Foundation. Since its inception in 2000, more than $39 million has been raised through generous donor support. Because of you, The Community Clinic, The Dental Clinic, the Hospitality House, The Medical Center Cancer Center, and more continue to provide ongoing services that are vital to our community.

We thank you for choosing Med Center Health Foundation as part of your philanthropic giving.

We are honored to serve in leadership roles for Med Center Health Foundation. It is a privilege to serve alongside our Board of Directors and the Foundation staff to strengthen current initiatives while preparing for what is to come. The world has changed in the past several years, and we must be positioned to continue serving those in our community who otherwise would not receive needed healthcare.

Please take time to read about the initiatives and the life-changing work of the Foundation. We are committed to improving the quality of life throughout Southcentral Kentucky. On behalf of the many people whose lives have been changed by your generosity and support, we thank you for choosing Med Center Health Foundation as part of your philanthropic giving!

Michael Cowles  
Chairman  
Med Center Health Foundation Board of Directors

John Kelly  
Vice Chairman  
Med Center Health Foundation Board of Directors
Sophie Bastan, of Daytona Beach, FL, lived in excruciating pain for months. At age 92, she visited four neurosurgeons who would not perform surgery on her, presumably due to her age.

Ms. Bastan is the aunt of Bowling Green resident and Med Center Health supporter, Linda Kelly. Linda and John Kelly know firsthand how fortunate our community is to have neurosurgeon Naren Nathoo, MD, PhD, FRCS(C), FACS. Dr. Nathoo performed back surgery on the Kellys’ daughter, Victoria, in 2013 with long-lasting results. After the successful surgery, the Kelly family established The Victoria Kelly Neurosurgery Education Fund. This fund helps provide continuing medical education to the neurosurgery team at Med Center Health. Because of the wonderful relationship the Kelly family shares with the Neurosurgery department, Linda connected her aunt to Dr. Nathoo. “I told her when she was ready, I would bring her here, and if she could be fixed, he would do it,” said Linda.

Within four weeks of their first conversations, Dr. Nathoo had all the tests he needed, and cervical spine surgery was scheduled for November 14, 2022. This surgical procedure has a high degree of difficulty, but the Kelly family and Sophie trusted Dr. Nathoo wholeheartedly to successfully complete the surgery. On December 15, 2022, just one-month post-op, Sophie flew home to Florida. She is doing great and continuing with physical therapy and exercise because she wants to “make Dr. Nathoo proud.”

In addition to the surgery, Linda added, “On the first day he saw Aunt Sophie, Dr. Nathoo prescribed her a two-piece plastic neck brace which relieved 90% of her pain. She saw so many doctors in Florida, including pain clinic doctors, and not one of them offered her a neck brace. Dr. Nathoo brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to our community. The medical capabilities provided at Med Center Health are second to none; my aunt’s surgery is proof positive of that! We are just so grateful to have such a wonderful doctor at The Medical Center at Bowling Green.”
HELPING SAVE THE MOST VULNERABLE PATIENTS

As The Medical Center at Bowling Green Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) grows, so does the need to care for its tiniest and most vulnerable patients. In 2022, Med Center Health Foundation initiated a fundraising drive to purchase the GE Healthcare Giraffe™ Incubator Carestation, which is a life-saver for these babies.

The Giraffe is a state-of-the-art neonatal environment that promotes natural, peaceful healing, while fostering a close bond between babies and their families — allowing them to be present for every step of their baby’s journey. Through the generosity of our donors and a Cardinal Uniforms and Scrubs sales event, the NICU was able to purchase two of these vitally important pieces of equipment, totaling over $66,000.
MCH CARES – EMPLOYEES HELPING EMPLOYEES

In the wake of the December 2021 tornadoes that impacted Bowling Green, Med Center Health introduced the MCH Cares Program in 2022 as a means for employees to help each other during economic hardship. While the devastation from this one natural disaster caused an immediate outpouring of support during a critical time for so many families, what it brought to light was the fact that economic hardships are happening every day for some co-workers. Their challenges and their needs aren’t publicized and garnering attention. These co-workers are many times facing hardships in silence.

The MCH Cares program gives these employees or their eligible dependents (spouse and dependent children) an opportunity to seek financial assistance if they are unable to afford housing, utilities, and other needs because of a natural disaster, major medical event, serious illness or injury, death, or other catastrophic or extreme circumstance beyond the employee’s control. And, the program gives all Med Center Health employees the opportunity to reach out a hand and lend their support through the Employees Contributing to Help Others program (ECHO).

EMployees Contributing to Help Others (ECHO)

ECHO makes a profound difference and sends a message that Med Center Health employees are passionate about healthcare and about their communities. An employee’s donation, in any amount, makes a difference through membership in the Employees Contributing to Help Others program. Employees designate their funding preferences, and 100% of their gifts go toward the initiatives they choose.

Learn more about ECHO at MCHealth.Foundation/ECHO.

ECHO 2022 Committee pictured from left to right: Seth Smith, Jenny Goad, Carla Reagan, Kathy Smith, Eddie Scott, Ashley Brooks, Brittany Greathouse, Cory Wilkins, Sarah Widener, Georgena Brackett, Tammy Basham (Co-Chair), Kathy Barton, Seth Wilson, Tracy Metzger, Maggie Tidwell, Traci Duff, Jonathan Hendricks, Kim Gay (Co-Chair)
Med Center Health Foundation was honored to receive a $19,000 donation from Bowling Green Metalforming to benefit breast cancer initiatives at The Medical Center Cancer Center. Bowling Green Metalforming employees purchased specially designed t-shirts throughout the month of October, raising $9,500. Magna, the parent company of Bowling Green Metalforming, matched this amount, bringing the donation amount to $19,000. Med Center Health Foundation Executive Director Amy Hardin was on hand in December 2022 to receive the donation from Bowling Green Metalforming employees. Med Center Health Foundation is grateful for the generosity of this new community partner.


date

WHAS CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN GRANT

Once again, Med Center Health Foundation was awarded a grant from the WHAS Crusade for Children. The $7,800 grant for pediatric gym equipment was used to purchase a C-arm swing. Med Center Health has committed 1,000 square feet to create a pediatric rehabilitation therapy gym for the successful treatment of pediatric patients. The continued generosity of WHAS Crusade for Children has provided specialized equipment that is now part of a multi-station pediatric gym benefiting physical, speech, and occupational therapy. Med Center Health Foundation is honored to partner with WHAS Crusade for Children. To learn more about how to donate, visit mchealth.foundation.

BOWLING GREEN METALFORMING SUPPORTS BREAST CANCER INITIATIVES

Med Center Health Foundation was honored to receive a $19,000 donation from Bowling Green Metalforming to benefit breast cancer initiatives at The Medical Center Cancer Center. Bowling Green Metalforming employees purchased specially designed t-shirts throughout the month of October, raising $9,500. Magna, the parent company of Bowling Green Metalforming, matched this amount, bringing the donation amount to $19,000. Med Center Health Foundation Executive Director Amy Hardin was on hand in December 2022 to receive the donation from Bowling Green Metalforming employees. Med Center Health Foundation is grateful for the generosity of this new community partner.

Front row left to right: Martin Van Wyk (AGM), John Oliver (GM), Charman Meador (Director of HR), Matt Thomas (HR Generalist); back row left to right: Annie Botts (Benefits Coordinator), Marie Berry (HR Manager)
The Charity Ball, one of the premier charity events in this region, is a black tie gala attended by those who share the same mission in our community to provide medical and dental care to those who cannot afford it. The evening included cocktails, a seated dinner, a live auction with Stephen Stucy, an amazing on-line auction, and ended with dancing to the fabulous music by The Downtown Band, Nashville, TN.

The Ball of the Year was a huge success as measured by continued awareness of the Foundation’s mission in our community, with 752 attendees and raising $406,000 benefiting direct patient care at The Community Clinic and The Dental Clinic. One hundred percent of all funds raised from this event which included sponsor donations, raffles, Dillard’s events and live and silent auctions truly changes lives.

We are grateful for all of our sponsors, donors and attendees who came to celebrate Charity Ball 2022 with us.

**COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMMITTEE**
- Cara Pitchford, Co-Chair
- Tamara Vogler, Co-Chair
- Peggy Atalla
- Donna Blackburn, PhD, RN
- Liz Bradley
- Regina Parsley-Byrd
- Rachel Carter
- Amber Frye
- Beverly Hodges
- Darlene Johnson
- Rebecca Lee
- Shannon Maglinger
- Julie Milam
- Sharon Moss
- Mickeye Murphy
- Vimila Nathoo
- Heather O’Banion
- Jill Sauerheber
- Rachel Sheldon
- Tina Smajlagic
- Danica Tester
- Shanna Wright
- Joyce Wyatt
Thank you for your sponsorship of the 2022 Charity Ball and your dedication to making a difference in the lives of others.

Sponsors

PLATINUM
Truist Financial

RUBY
Merrill Lynch Bank of America

GOLD
English, Lucas, Priest and Owsley, LLP
Hodges Adams Attorneys at Law
Houchens Industries, Inc.
Darlene and Jim Johnson
Jim Johnson Hyundai and Nissan
Pinnacle Financial Partners
Stengel Hill Architecture

LIVE ACTION BID CARD
The Murphy Construction Group

DIAMOND
Baird
In Memory of Barbara and Kenneth Burch
DBL Law
Dillard’s
kd aesthetics
Linda and John Kelly
Tyson Foods
UK HealthCare
Don S. Vitale
Wehr Constructors, Inc.

EMERALD
Chandler Park Dental
Dean Dorton Allen Ford, PLLC
MacKenzie’s Flowers
Dr. Patricia J. Mercer
Dr. Shane and Abby O’Keeffe
US Foods

VALET
Kentucky Skin Cancer Center

SAPPHIRE
Heart Care Imaging, Inc.
Home by Cardinal
Susan and Gordon Jones
The Mane Salon
Mick-Murf Construction, Inc.
Dr. William H. and Sharon Moss
Steel Mill & Co.
Jacqueline Hall Woodward

PATRON
Arnold Consulting Engineering Services
Ken Byrd Realty
Laura and Jonathan Belcher
Drs. Ellen and John Bonaguro
Cheri and Dennis Chaney
Consolidated Paper
Michael Cowles
Delta Dental of Kentucky
Robin and David Gray
Carole and Norman Harned
Heart Strings/Chatters
Sarah and Harvey Johnston
Melinda and Jeff Joyce
Eva and Jim Martens
Morris Promotional Specialties
Marilyn and Jerry Patton
South Central Bank
Melissa and Wade Stone
Taylor Family
Doris C. and Roger Thomas
Douglas B. and Lucinda Thomson
L. Michael Trapasso, PhD
Miki and David Wiseman

MEDIA SPONSOR
WBKO

MAJESTIC
Aqualand Pool - Spa - Patio
Atalla Plastic Surgery | Skin + Laser
BG Home Furnishings
Goldsmith Jewelry Repair and Design
Holiday Inn University Plaza
RENEW by Optimum Rejuvenation
Stephen Stucy
Coldwell Banker Legacy Group
Sublime Media Group

REGAL
Gerald Printing
Hilltopper Sports Properties
Salameh Plastic Surgery
VIP Bowling Green Magazine

IMPERIAL
Dillard’s
Liz Bradley and Lulu’s Home Furnishings
Mbellish Events
Musician’s Pro Productions
NiteLitter’s Outdoor Lighting
SOKY Happenings

NOBLE
Alora Aesthetics
Anna’s Greek Restaurant
Ruthie Bale
Beaver 96.7 & All Hot WUHU 107.1 FM
The Bistro, Novo Dolce Gastro
Pub, Pub by Novo
Carmon Imaging
Deemer’s Florist
Delta Dental of Kentucky
Fuchsia Events Party Rentals
Harvey Johnston and Ellis Walker
Gallery
C. David Jones
kd aesthetics
Lamar Advertising
Mellow Mushroom
Mickeye and Mike Murphy
Cara and Bob Pitchford
Saylors Golf Carts
Shark Cuts
Taylor’s Limousine Service

In-print Sponsors

MERRILL LYNCH BANK OF AMERICA
The Foundation’s Business Honor Roll is made up of organizations that are committed to improving lives in the communities we serve. Their passion for making this world a better place by partnering with us through services and financial support is an unwavering commitment to our community.
### VISIONARY
**$500,000 - $1,500,000**
- Glenn Malchow, D.M.D.
- Malchow Orthodontic Endowment Fund
- Estate of Bernard Young (d.)

### FOUNDER
**$100,000 - $499,999**
- Anonymous*
- Anonymous (2)
- Jerry E. Baker (d.)
- Carolyn Wolfe (d.) and James (d.) Brite, Sr.
- John (d.) and Chris Desmarais
- The Family of Dr. G. Y. Graves
- Darlene and Jim Johnson
- Linda and John Kelly
- Dr. Patricia J. Mercer
- Dr. Paul and Susan Moore*
- G. Michael and Mickeye Murphy
- Cheri and Joe Natcher
- Rita and Jim Scott
- Herman (d.) and Lena (d.) Smith Family Endowment
- Dr. Alejandro and Ashley Soriano
- Estate of Wayne Junior Stice (d.)
- Robert (d.) and Mary L. (d.) Tincher Foundation
- Don Vitale
- Shannon and Michael Vitale
- Suzanne Vitale

### LEADER
**$50,000 - $99,999**
- Drs. Faye Istanbooly and Ziad Al-Ameri
- Covella H. Biggers (d.)
- Dr. John (d.) and Donna Blackburn, Ph.D., RN
- Beth (d.) and David Bradford
- Barbara (d.) and Kenneth Burch (d.)
- Marthena R. Burr
- Regina and Ken Byrd
- Jean and Lee Cherry
- Beverly and Hoy Hodges
- Dr. Eli Jackson
- Sarah and Harvey Johnston
- Bud Layne
- Dixie and Pete (d.) Mahurin
- Eva and Jim Martins
- Dr. Juli and DavidMcCay
- Carol and Dan McVey
- Dr. Bill (d.) and Lou Moore
- Kimberly (d.) and William A. Potter
- Dr. Debra and Ron Sowell
- Clara M. and Carrel K. (d.) Summer

### BENEFACCTOR
**$25,000 - $49,999**
- Anonymous
- Ellie C. and Charles W. Adams
- Ruthie Bale
- Joyce and Claude Berry
- Linda and B. J. (d.) Booth
- Gayl and Gary Broady
- Lynda and David Broderick
- The Buckberry Family
- David Chandler
- Robin and Dr. David Ciochetty
- Anne and Jimmie (d.) Gipson
- Angela and Eric Hagay*
- Dr. Peter and Karen Hardin
- Kathy and Fred (d.) Higgins
- Susan and Gordon Jones
- Melinda and Jeff Joyce
- Norma Jean and Bob Kirby
- Betsy and John Kullman
- Shelby G. and Charlie (d.) Moore
- Dr. William and Sharon Moss*
- Cara and Bob Pilchford
- Opal (d.) and Robert (d.) Proctor
- Shirley and Hugh David (d.) Roe
- Peggy and Hugh Runner
- Tracy and Eddie Scott*
- Leisa and Steve Shirley
- Cora J. (d.) and Colonel Robert E. (d.) Spiller
- Jan and Buster Stewart
- Melissa and Wade Stone*
- Doris C. and Roger Thomas
- Catherine and Dean Warren
- Jacqueline and Gary (d.) Woodward*
- Dr. Joseph J. Zaydon

### GUARDIAN
**$10,000 - $24,999**
- Anonymous*
- Anne and Richard Aldon
- Judy and Bob Armstrong
- Margaret Baker*
- F. Richard Ball
- Gail Pruitt Baumgarten
- Drs. Marie Michelson and Colonel James Beattie
- Laura and Jonathan Belcher*
- Maribeth and Louis Berman
- Dr. Mark and Kathryn Bigler
- Cathy and Mike Bishop
- Sandy and Thomas Boussard
- Laura and Steven Bowman
- Georgena Brackett*
- Jo An Pearson Burk
- Navada and Joe Campbell
- Cheri and Dennis Chaney*
- Carole and John Chaney
- Dr. Joe (d.) and Nancy (d.) Cheek
- Dr. Eduardo and Marilyn De Los Reyes
- Mary Alice and Geoffrey Fields
- Natalie and John Mark Fones*
- Sandra and Gary Force
- Marcia (d.) and Judge William G. Fuqua
- Kim and Greg Gay*
- Gerri and Ken Glenn
- Leo Gouvei
- Robin and David Gray*
- Dr. Ghayth Hammad and Suha Nasser
- Carole and Norman Hamed
- Joyce and Tom Hart
- Paula and Jimmy Hendrick
- Jan and Bob (d.) Hensley
- Laura and Bob Hilliard
- Gayle E. Hooks
- Dr. Michael Howell
- Ruth and Larson (d.) Hudson
- Dr. Matthew Hunsaker
- Shirley and Bill Kendall
- Elise and William Konwiczk
- Michele W. and Paul T. Lawless*
- Chuck (d.) Layne
- Eve Main and Tommy Loving
- Emily Martin
- Ronnie Martin*
- Stan Matthews
- Julia and Mitchell McDonald
- Dr. Richard and Michelle McGahan
- Ann Mead
- Jan and Dirk Miller
- Judy and Currie Milliken
- Shanan (d.) and Eddie Mills
- Chief Justice and Mrs. John Minton
- Sarah C. and Ronnie Moore
- Dr. Stephen Moore
- Dr. Narendra and Vimla Nathoo*
- Jane and John (d.) Newman
- Lassie (d.) and Leon (d.) Page
- Kathy and Geoff Palmer
- Dr. Darin and Rebecca Passer*
- Mr. and Mrs. Howell Patton, III
- Marilyn and Jerry Patton
- Julie and Gary Ransdell
- Carla and Terry Reagan*
- Neva and Honorable Jody Richards
- Sarah and Bill Richey
- Kathleen Riley*
- The Family of Margaret H. Ross (d.)
- Jolene and Butch Rush
- Kathy Scarlot
- Christy and Brian Schuette
- Jo Jean and Jack (d.) Scott
- Sue and Jim (d.) Secrest
- Terri and Steve Sheldon
- Dr. Patricia G. Faulkner-Simmons and Steve Simmons
- Linda and Jim Skaggs
- Kathy A. Smith*
- Carole Steen
- Barbara (d.) and Charles (d.) Stewart
- Kendra and Steve Sutton
- Cecilia and Kevin Thomas
- Dr. L. Michael Trapasso
- Ferris Van Meter (d.)
- Linda and James Vaughn
- Mariano J. Vitale
- Glenn and Johnny Webb
- Carol (d.) and Denny Wedge
- Julie Wedge
- Minerva and Kevin Westray
- Roland Willock
- Rick Wilson
- Miki and David Wiseman
- Cathie and Tony Witty
- Cindy and John Yonts

*Med Center Health Employee as of 12/31/22
(d.) deceased

### New Warren Society Members
- Cathey and Tony Witty
- Miki and David Wiseman
- Cathie and Tony Witty
- Cindy and John Yonts

**The Warren Society is a distinguished group of leaders in our community, each of whom supports the advancement of healthcare with a minimum cumulative commitment of $10,000.**
The Rebecca Shadowen Research and Education Fund (Shadowen Fund) was established as a means to continue the legacy of Dr. Rebecca Shadowen. An avid researcher and educator, Dr. Shadowen was a mentor to many students, residents and fellows on their research projects. It is fitting that the Shadowen Fund, Med Center Health Foundation, and the Western Kentucky Heart and Lung Research Foundation work together to be good stewards of the monies available through the Shadowen Fund. A process has been established to request funding tied to research and education. Funding is given based on criteria including, but not limited to: assistance with publishing fees for peer-reviewed journals; purchase of special databases to be used in research projects; or travel to present research at a regional or national meeting.

The Shadowen Fund also sponsors a special speaker annually at the Western Kentucky Heart and Lung/Med Center Health Research Foundation Symposium. Criteria to be the Shadowen Lecturer is restricted to a female physician who is nationally recognized in her specialty and a sought-after speaker. In 2022, the first Shadowen Lecturer was Dr. Martha Gulati, a cardiologist from California who discussed Women and Cardiovascular Disease.

The Shadowen Fund assisted with the purchase of the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) database for inpatient admissions from the Agency for Healthcare and Quality. This national database can be used to identify, track, and analyze trends in healthcare utilization, access, charges, quality and outcomes. Cardiology Fellows Dr. Sameer Saleem and Dr. Mohammad Saud Khan have spearheaded several projects utilizing this database, focusing on various issues associated with cardiac catheterization. Both have had several posters accepted for presentation at the 2023 American College of Cardiology national meeting along with Dr. Hamza Mufarrih, an Internal Medicine resident.

The Shadowen Fund assisted two surgical residents, Dr. Cameron Moore and Dr. Owais Ghani with travel to the American College of Surgeons meeting in San Diego in August 2022, where Dr. Moore presented his research and Dr. Ghani displayed two posters.

Dr. Shadowen would be very pleased to see how her legacy is continuing and flourishing here at Med Center Health.

To donate to the Shadowen Fund, visit MCHealth Foundation and click Donate Now.
JANUARY 2000 - DECEMBER 2022

Contributions Received to Date ................................................................. $39,766,952
Contributions Transferred to Date ......................................................... $39,766,952

DONOR-DESIGNATED TRANSFERRED AMOUNTS

- The Community Clinic and The Dental Clinic ........................................ $10,198,500
- Hospitality House ..................................................................................... $6,404,836
- Cal Turner Rehab & Specialty Care ....................................................... $539,540
- Adult Day Center .................................................................................... $538,508
- The Medical Center Cancer Center ....................................................... $472,729
- The Medical Center-WKU Health Sciences Complex ............................. $395,662
- The Medical Center Women’s Health & Newborn Services .................... $264,065
- MCH Cares Program (formerly Employee Tornado Relief Fund) .......... $233,952
- Health-Related Scholarships Funded at WKU ....................................... $220,887
- Guardian Angel Children Services Program ......................................... $217,242
- The Medical Center Neurosurgery ....................................................... $155,000
- The Medical Center Community Wellness ......................................... $129,479
- The Dr. Rebecca D. Shadowen Research & Education Fund .................. $128,655
- The Medical Center Neonatal Intensive Care Unit ................................. $123,188
- The Medical Center at Franklin ............................................................... $111,280
- The Victoria Kelly Neurosurgery Education Fund ................................. $60,000
- Marion Boyd Scholarship Fund ............................................................... $57,837
- The Medical Center at Caverna .............................................................. $54,935
- The Medical Center at Bowling Green ................................................... $46,468
- The Medical Center at Albany ............................................................... $42,453
- The Medical Center at Scottsville ......................................................... $29,092
- The Medical Center Emergency Department ...................................... $12,785
- Other Facilities ....................................................................................... $7,259
- Gary A. Woodward Nursing Scholarship Fund ...................................... $4,000
- Commonwealth Regional Specialty Hospital ...................................... $2,138
- Endowment Value .................................................................................. $15,485,733
- In-Kind Donations ................................................................................... $3,830,729

TOTAL .......................................................................................................... $39,766,952
GIFTS OF ANY AMOUNT ARE ALWAYS APPRECIATED AND VALUED.

- Charitable Gifts from IRAs
- Employer Match Gifts
- Endowments
- Life Insurance
- Memorial Giving
- Outright Gift
- Planned Giving/Legacy Giving
- Real Estate or Closely Held Stock
- Recurring Gifts
- Securities

Learn more about these options at mchealth.foundation